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About CoachRanking 
CoachRanking is the largest online directory of specialty Coaches, Consultants and Service 
Providers in the world. With over 250+ niches and 60,000+ profiles, its purpose is to simplify 
and streamline the process of researching, selecting and hiring service based professionals. 
Everyday, millions of people search the internet in hopes of connecting with those uniquely 

qualified individuals to help them improve their lives, relationships and 
businesses. CoachRanking is here to simplify the process!  
 
I’m Corey and I’ll be walking you through this User Guide on how to get the 
most from the CoachRanking platform and the online community. For 
those providers looking to grow their customer base, solidify their online 
presence and scale their business, the next 15 minutes we spend together 
will be well worth your time. 

 
The main goal of CoachRanking is to help providers like you connect with the millions of 
potential clients and customers that likely don’t even know you exist. Infact, many of those 
people don’t even know they need your type support and services yet, but they will.  
 
As you set up your free CoachRanking profile in the next section below, I’ll show you the subtle 
nuances of the platform, along with the secrets of the algorithm and the tips for ranking your 
profile in the top 10. I’ll outline the exact strategies for using the algorithm to your advantage so 
you can start attracting more qualified clients and customers.  
 
Whether you’re just now starting out in your home based Coaching business or you’re a 35 year 
veteran pro consultant, this platform will drastically improve your ability to connect with and build 
meaningful relationships with the men, women and businesses who use CoachRanking, Google 
Youtube, LinkedIn and Facebook.  
 
Due to the recent COVID19 pandemic and ever changing economic climate, many 
businesses and families have suffered. However, If you research the various 250+ niche 
industries listed on CoachRanking, you’ll find that many of those professionals and 
businesses are growing. Because most of them are based online and are actively solving 
real world problems for people, the demand for their support and services is still high. 
It's never been a better time to expand your online virtual presence... The Coaching, 
Consulting and service provider businesses are starting to become necessary staples in 
the economy. 
 
If your business or career was negatively affected by the COVID19 pandemic, I encourage 
you to lean into the strategies contained in this User Guide. This next year can be a time 
of expansion instead of a time of contraction for both you and your business.  
 
If you’ve been looking for a sign, this is it. Now is the perfect time for you to start and 
grow the project, business or service that you’ve been most called to bring to the world… 
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In the sections below, you will learn exactly how to use the CoachRanking platform to your 
advantage so you can find: 

- New ways to express and share your greatest gifts… 
- Accessible tools and support for any business challenge you’re facing... 
- Simple ways to leverage and share your message with millions of new people...  
- Our best strategies and tips for creating more momentum and social proof in your 

business... 
 
CoachRanking is a new school social platform rooted in the old ways that work! What 
works so well for Entrepreneurs is the process of operating a business that offers valuable 
services and products at the right time to the people who need them most.  
 
In the old days, people survived and thrived by utilizing mentors, guides or town elders for 
direction on how to navigate challenging situations.  
 
If you’re reading this, you’re likely one of those town elders with something powerful to offer! 
 
The CoachRanking platform began as a research tool for discovering, organizing and 
sorting the best Coaches, Consultants and Service Providers in the whole world. After 

years of research, we discovered that customers needed a simpler way to 
research and hire service providers and professionals for the things that 
ailed them. The CoachRanking platform streamlined that whole process.  
 
As it pertains to shopping, Amazon solved a similar problem as a great 
example in the ecommerce industry niche. As of today, over 100 million 
people are Amazon Prime subscribers and those people represent an 

astounding 63% of all Amazon users. (WOW) 
 
Any reason why? Well, that’s because Amazon's phenomenal at delivering what people really 
want. Amazon brought a simple solution that’s obvious to anyone who has ever ordered a 
product in as little as 5 minutes online and then had it shipped to their door within 24 hours for 
free.  
 
Amazon saves people “TIME.” 
 
Now, how does this apply to your business? Most of us Entrepreneurs are called (in some 
way or another) to save people time, money or pain with the products and services we offer.  
 
As Entrepreneurs of today, we’re shaping the world of tomorrow, so by utilizing the 
CoachRanking platform in the right way today, you can experience drastic growth and positive 
effects in your business a month from now.  
 
As Entrepreneurs, we also have technology on our side and it's advancing at exponential 
speeds. CoachRanking is a “leverage tool” and it can help your business experience 
unprecedented growth with minimal marketing and advertising efforts.  
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To summarize this quick introduction, we on the CoachRanking team are 
committed to helping Providers like you transform your dreams into productive 
businesses and it would be great to have you as juiced about it as we are.  
 
As a previous Coach, consultant and client many times over, I can attest to the 
amount of blood, sweat, and tears that it takes to actually help someone go from 

point A to point B. I can also attest to the challenges of what it took to find a good mentor, 
Coach or consultant for my own issues in life and business that I‘ve struggled with.  
 
 

 
 

In case you’re wondering how CoachRanking can help you 
legitimize and grow your business, let me give you a quick 
example. Imagine that CoachRanking could help you bridge the 
invisible gap between you and your future clients. As of right now, we 
are entering the 2nd quarter of 2020. We’re on the precipice of a full tilt 
technological revolution and you may have noticed that everything is 
moving towards a digital direction online. Notice the emergence of 

remote healthcare appointments, remote schooling for your kids and yes, maybe even remote 
banking and a new digital currency.  
 
As a lifestyle business owner that’s juggling many balls and plates in the air at the same time, 
the less time you “have to spend” searching for new clients and the less time your future clients 
and customers “have to spend” searching for you, the better!  
 
If a well designed and well marketed CoachRanking profile could help you increase your 
chances of finding new customers and clients on a consistent basis, would you use it to create 
even more social proof and momentum in your business? Of course you would! 
 
Look at the impact that just Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and LinkedIn has had on our 
industries, it's remarkable. Now add the CoachRanking platform to the equation which allows 
you to consolidate all those likes, shares, posts and comments into one positive-centric forum, 
and you have a snapshot picture of your business that  speaks a thousand words of confidence 
in your abilities to help someone achieve what they want most. 
  
If you utilize the CoachRanking platform and algorithm strategies outlined in this User Guide, 
you’ll be able to maximize and leverage everything valuable about your business in a very 
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simple and straightforward way. In the next section below, you’ll learn how to take advantage of 
the CoachRanking platform so your profile shows up in front of the right customers while they’re 
searching for solutions to their problems. This means more leads for you and better results for 
them. 
 
 
 
 
How the CoachRanking Algorithm works 
The logic behind CoachRanking’s algorithm is to create a culture of positivity where your 
exceptional skills and attributes are not only highlighted but rewarded. Your profile is ranked 
according to three (3) main elements that users award you and four (4) subtle factors that are 
based on those users’ interactive behaviors with your profile.  
 
The first and main element in your overall score is triggered when a user gives you up to a 5 
star relevancy score as it pertains to the relevancy and accuracy of the niches you’ve chosen for 
your profile.  
 
The second element is from the cumulative amount of personality badges users award you and 
the third element is from the qualitative amount of positive comments, reviews and encouraging 
testimonials on your profile page. Then subtract the number of negative comments you delete 
from your profile (a feature included with all Level 3 - 5 upgrades) and you have your total 
CoachRanking score. 
 
As you send more friends, social media fans, colleagues and past clients to upvote your 
CoachRanking profile, your overall ranking will go up based on their interactions with your 
profile. As your ranking goes up, users will start to see your profile when they search for your 
same topics, niches, categories and keywords.  
 
The keywords come from your profile bio, so it’s important to not only “Claim / create your 
profile” but to go into your profile admin area and write a powerful “about me” biography. Make 
sure you tell people why you enjoy helping people and most importantly... how. 
 
What makes the CoachRanking platform different from other social media platforms is that the 
comments from your friends, fans and personal relationships hold a notable weight in the 
ranking algorithm because people want to know about your character and your personality 
attributes equally as much as what you do and how you can help them.  
 
For this reason, the CoachRanking algorithm highlights what type of person you are just as 
much as how successful you are in business. With that said, it’s critical to invite your entire 
rolodex of contacts to upvote your profile with positive reviews, testimonials, encouraging 
remarks, 5 star relevancy rankings and any combination of over 9 personality badges… It will 
ultimately help prospective clients, customers and users select you during their researching and 
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hiring process because they are looking for more relevant indicators than just your price or how 
many “likes” you have on other social media profiles.  
 
Here are some exciting details about the ways people can highlight and endorse your profile, 
your business and your personality! 
 

1.) People (Level 1 - 5 users) can give you a one (1) to five (5) star relevancy ranking for the 
niches you’ve chosen, based on how accurate those categories are for the services you 
offer. 
 

  
 

2.) People (Level 1 - 5 users) can also give you up to three (3) Personality Badges that 
update your cumulative badge numbers and boost your overall profile ranking. The 
individual badges are: 
 

a.) A Positive Communicator 

 
 

b.) A True Specialist 

 
 

c.) An Intuitive Thinker 

 
 

d.) A Great Friend 

 
 

e.) Has Great Vision 
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f.) Is Very Smart 

 
 

g.) Is A Creative Problem Solver 

 
 

h.) Is Effective With Time 

 
  
 

3.) People (Level 1 - 5 users) are encouraged to leave you positive comments, reviews and 
testimonials on your profile page so others can get to know you on a deeper level. The 
goal for the commenting feature is for people to note the specific things they like about 
you and your business as opposed to their negative viewpoints around something they 
didn’t like about you.  
 
To make our platform experience even more valuable and unique, we encourage Level 2 
- 5 profiles to send their friends, family members, social media fans and industry 
colleagues to build up your profile, in addition to just your past clients. A huge benefit for 
all upgraded Level 3 and above profiles is that they can delete any negative comments 
from their page if they choose. With surveying, we’ve found that clients want to see 
average to good reviews opposed to negative ones and the experts tend to read the 
average (3 star) reviews most.  

 
If we go a little further into the ranking system and algorithm, you can learn the formula for 
building a stronger presence on CoachRanking and how to use that for building your client 
base.  
 
How to ask your friends, family members, social media fans and clients for support? We 
encourage everyone with profiles to ask those in their life for support and there’s a few easy 
ways to do it that are definitely recommended. Much like you may have done with a Patrion 
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account, a GoFundMe campaign or a new FaceBook page, you can ask people to visit your 
profile page, check out your content and leave you some good feedback.  
 
The power of this strategy is in the details. For instance, you could ask them to visit your 
CoachRanking profile page, give you a 5 star review, three personality badges and a comment 
on how you’ve positively shown up for them in the past. You could also ask them to tell a little 
story that clearly articulates any details around your value in business and how that contributes 
to your ability to support others with your products or services.  
 
If you wanted to take it a little further after they’ve upvoted your profile or a few days have 
passed, you could ask them to send their friends as a favor or in exchange for a gift. Think of 
the qualities that a prospective client or customer would like to know about you and then ask 
others to share those on your profile page, given that they are accurate!  
 
Having a strong presence on CoachRanking will catapult you to the front of the line when 
people search for the category niches you’ve selected, the keywords you’ve included in your bio 
and the long tail keywords you’ve included on CoachRanking, YouTube and Google. So, by 
filling out your profile completely with accurate keywords and by utilizing the Level 3, 4, 5 and 6 
upgrades… you will drastically increase your likelihood of being matched with the perfect client.  
 
You’ve likely spent hundreds of hours promoting yourself on social media only to find that your 
efforts could be randomly devalued on YouTube, diluted with new policy changes on Twitter, 
overshadowed by algorithms that render your posts less “relevant” than others on Facebook 
and swept to page 4 and below on Google.  
 
Yikes... 
 
Your presence on CoachRanking will pay repeatable dividends because all your rankings, 
badges and reviews will be visible to the world until you remove them, unlike other review 
websites that make you pay money to show your 5 star reviews (Yelp, I mean help). The goal is 
to give you a commanding presence online with long stretching organic reach backed by social 
proof for millions of potential customers and clients to stumble upon while actively searching for 
the services you offer. 
 
 
How can CoachRanking compliment your business and help you build even more 
momentum with your existing and already established Social Media profiles? Years ago, 
the offspring of the World Wide Web was social media, which came in many forms including 
blogs, posting forums, business networks, photo-sharing platforms, social gaming rooms, 
microblogs, chat apps, and traditional social networks.  
 
CoachRanking wasn’t designed to be a social media or website replacement, but as a catch-all 
compliment to each and every single one of them. Our platform was created to increase your 
visibility, your virality and your organic presence. We tell people to think of CoachRanking as “a 
social proof page for all your other social media profiles and websites.”  
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As far as Google statistics go, more than 4.5 billion people are using the internet at the start of 
2020. Active social media users have passed the 3.8 billion mark with this number increasing by 
more than 9 percent (321 million new users) since this time last year. It’s estimated that in the 
upcoming years, there will be over three billion active social media users every month. This 
means that positive reviews and accredational influence will be paramount for the success of 
your business. As any online marketer knows, the goal is to pull social media fans off your 
pages and profiles so you can transition them from supporters and fans into qualified leads that 
later convert into loyal lifelong customers and clients. (A bit of a tongue twister, I know… but 
very important!) 
 
A high ranking profile on CoachRanking will help you do this! Your positive reviews, cumulative 
personality badges and overall relevancy ranking will give you the ability to attract all the 
customers and clients you’ve been looking for IN A BRAND NEW WAY.  
 
 
 
How to rank your profile higher on CoachRanking? 
 

CoachRanking runs on a positive-centric algorithm focused on authentic 
appreciation from people you’ve interacted with, not just popularity numbers 
or comments or scores exclusively. While some people have thousands of 
past clients and others have less, the ranking system provides an 
opportunity for everyone to have an equal voice and a qualitative 
representation.  

 
The macro factors. There are features in CoachRanking, such as personality badges, that can 
make your profile stand out from others with similar scores because people are looking for 
specific characteristics and attributes when they’re hiring a Provider.  
 
For example, in the niche of Business Consultant, it’s a big deal when someone has high marks 
in the “Effective With Time” or the “Creative Problem Solver” badges. And if you were hiring a 
Spiritual Coach, it’s important that they have high marks in the “Positive Communicator” and the 
“Intuitive Thinker” badges. With most other review sites, directories and social media profiles, it 
can be hard to gauge someone’s true competencies and oftentimes it causes the most 
important factors in someone’s needs assessment to get overlooked.  
 
Personality types and character attributes are a big deal, but now you can bring your best to the 
forefront of your online presence through CoachRanking. 
 
The micro factors. The CoachRanking Algorithm will calculate various events and user 
interactions with your profile beyond just the 1 - 5 star relevancy rankings, the personality 
badges and the ratio of positive to negative comments. It will calculate more subtle indicators of 
users behavior on your profile like repeat profile hits, Contact Me Directly information requests 
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(a Level 5 upgrade), Story Video plays (a Level 3 upgrade) and Training Video Carousel plays 
(a Level 4 upgrade) just to name a few.  
 
It is important to note that Level 3 - 5 profiles do have the ability to delete negative comments as 
many times as they’d like, however, their overall score will be negatively affected even though 
the deleted comment is no longer visible to the public. The good news is that if you’re good at 
what you do and people are appreciative of your work… other prospective clients will know even 
if you’re not that popular or just starting out.  
 
Like we mentioned before, CoachRanking gives you the ability to solicit support and reviews 
from your friends, family members, social media fans and industry colleagues, in addition to just 
your past clients… so, your overall character and personality can be noted and represented, not 
just all your past sales.  
 
But why?  
 
For those of you in the early years of your business, you can create a strong profile presence 
even if you don’t have tons of past clients and sales in your niche. The purpose is to help put 
Coaches, consultants and service providers like you on the map.  
 
If you’re new to the business, it's encouraged that you pick ALT niche categories that are less 
popular to start building your profile in because there will be less competition.  
 
Now, if you’re an industry leader and you clearly have thousands of satisfied clients and sales 
under your belt, you can rest assured that you will not be penalized for that. 
 
Here is a final tip before we wrap up this section on how to rank your CoachRanking profile 
higher. It's highly recommended that you not only market your profile, but you advertise it as 
well. If you’re new to advertising, rest assured that CoachRanking has up to four easy ways for 
you to advertise and put as many eyeballs on your profile as possible.  
 
In addition to running FaceBook or Google ads directly to your CoachRanking profile page, you 
can utilize any one of our powerful advertising solutions to catapult you to the top of your niches. 
There will be more details on those options in the next section. 
 
In closing, the Entrepreneurial world is growing faster than ever so now more than ever, you 
need new ways to get your message out to the clients and customers that are looking for 
exactly what you have to offer.  
 
CoachRanking offers both seasoned professionals and new business owners up to four (4) 
powerful advertising solutions for catapulting their businesses and growing their brands like 
never before. You’ll be able to learn more about those powerful solutions below in the sections. 
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How to “Claim Your FREE CoachRanking Profile” and get started 
 
It’s likely that you may already have a profile template 
on CoachRanking but it will still need to be “Claimed” by 
you and verified with one of your social media accounts.  
 
Once you claim your profile, you can start customizing it 
by adding an updated photo (400x400 pixels), updating 
your about me biography (with short and long tail 
keywords) and by selecting up to three (3) accurate 
niches that represent the category of the services you 
offer.  
 
Once your profile is Claimed, verified and updated, you 

can start unlocking additional rank building features offered in the Level 3, Level 4, Level 5 or 
Level 6 upgrades. You can read about each level's upgrade features below and how each will 
help you achieve specific results. 
 
If you have not already done so, please go now and “Claim your CoachRanking profile” by 
clicking here. It will take you to the CoachRanking website so you can search for your name, 
click the claim your profile button and get started!  
 
If you type your name in the search bar and your profile template doesn’t appear, no worries… 
you can click the button in the upper right hand side of the home page that says “Create Profile.” 
After clicking that button, you will be prompted to create either a User Profile (Level 1) for free or 
a Coach Profile (Level 2) for free. Both profiles can make comments on any other profile page, 
but only the Level 2 profile will give you a public profile page as a Provider. With both User 
Level options, you will need to verify your identity by logging in with the secure Facebook or 
Google API.  
 
Follow these steps for creating an upgraded Level 3 - 5 profile 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 1: Claim your Coach Profile (Level 2) for free on CoachRanking with this link.  
 
Step 2: Determine the goals you’re looking to achieve with your CoachRanking profile and 
upgrade it accordingly. For example, the Level 3 upgrade lets you add and display one (1) 
Social Media link, one (1) Website link and three (3) Story Videos in the right hand sidebar of 
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your CoachRanking profile page. The Story videos are very important to have on your profile so 
people can connect with you. The first video will be for your Company/ Brand Story, the second 
video will be for your Personal Story and the third video will be for your Client Testimonial Story. 
These features and videos are essential for connecting with your audience and building a 
relationship when they visit your profile page. 
 
The Level 4 upgrade lets you add and display an interactive Training Video Carousel below 
your bio section on your profile page with up to 5 Training Videos for educating and entertaining 
your profile viewers. This powerful relationship building feature is especially important for 
anyone that has value videos, a training series or a product launch video series. This upgrade 
includes all of the features and benefits of the Level 3 and Level 2 profiles. Level 4 profiles need 
to “Edu-tain” people and will surely have the upperhand when it comes to making the biggest 
impact on viewers. 
 
However, if you’re looking to get the most from your CoachRanking profile, you may want to 
choose the Level 5 profile upgrade and get all of the communication and bonus features 
offered. You also get the benefits from the previous levels, 2, 3 and 4 plus, two other powerful 
features designed for making you more sales and new income streams for your business. The 
first feature activates your “Contact Me Directly” button for instant chat with visitors of your 
profile page. This feature allows users to click a button and ask you direct questions. This 
means new leads! You can give them instant feedback while increasing your profile’s overall 
ranking with each message someone sends you. 
 
The Level 5 upgrade is dubbed the “Sales Upgrade” because it’s focused around helping you 
start enrollment conversation, book new appointments, strategy sessions and consultations with 
your visiting users. The Level 5 upgrade also gives you the ability to make up to 60% recurring 
commissions as a Rush Level Affiliate (aka, having Super- Affiliate status). All Level 5 members 
are given access to sell over 9 different products, memberships, certifications, masterminds, 
upgrades and services offered by CoachRanking AND we give you full access to our detailed 
video training area so you can learn exactly how to recruit other affiliates underneath your 
account so you can make the most generous override commissions in the industry.  
 
The RUSH Affiliate program was designed to be a stand-alone business for some… but allows 
you to build out teams of affiliates up to three (3) levels deep. It’s a rare opportunity and 
program in the online world to have this level of flexibility, support and complete range of 
products to offer others that go as high as $15,000. Many times your clients need additional 
solutions beyond your own which makes the affiliate part of your business necessary. You get 
our best affiliate training, education and support so you can supplement your business with (as 
far as our research has uncovered) the most generous commissions and overrides in the 
industry. Your affiliate links will never expire and you get to sell every product offered from the 
front end to the back, for years to come. We reserve specific details about that program for 
Level 5 upgraded members only, but you can rest assured we made it with you in mind as the 
best affiliate deal around. Click here to learn more about the CoachRanking plans and pricing 
table.  
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Step 3: SCALE your reach and influence on the CoachRanking platform by upgrading to the 
Level 6 Sponsored Leaderboard ads position. There are currently over 250+ category niches 
that you can advertise on. Your profile can be one (1) of the first three (3) exclusive “Sponsored” 
profiles in your category of choice for the next 30 day period. You will own that space 
exclusively and will not share that position for the period you’ve chosen. These positions are in 
high demand and they will go fast so grab the niche you want today. For the time being, you can 
buy up to four (4) months in a row, per niche that guarantees your position, but that feature may 
get discontinued sometime next year. The 250+ categories are segmented into three 
classifications according to their unique traffic volume and popularity as Alternate, Standard and 
Premium. Go check out the plans and pricing table for availability and act now if you want your 
profile to appear first when someone searches for your topic or arrives on your category page. 
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Step 4: Start building your page’s relevancy ranking by sending your friends, family members, 
social media fans, supporters, and past clients to endorse your profile with a 1-5 star ranking, up 
to 3 personality badges and a positive comment, testimonial, or thank you endorsement. We 
even recommend that you advertise your CoachRanking profile page with paid FB ads, Google 
Ads, blog PPC banners and even with influencer endorsements so you can grow lightning fast 
and secure one of those top 10 positions in your niches. We also recommend that you promote 
your CoachRanking profile page on CoachRanking.blog by becoming a preferred Blog Author. 
You can become a preferred Blog Author by sending an email to corey@coachranking.com and 
by putting “Preferred Blog Author Details” in the subject line.  
 
We’ll send you our requirements for having your articles published in our blog and you can write 
value based long form articles on your topics and niche. Infact, for the right providers, we’ll open 
up our social media platforms to you if you’d like to create first class posts for attribution in a 
similar way. Send the same email to corey@coachranking.com and put “Preferred Social Media 
Post Details.” 
 
Ok, since you read this far… Here's the bonus for becoming a preferred Blog Author or a Social 
Media Author, we will include your affiliate sign up and upgrade link in each piece of content you 
write. You’ll need to register as an affiliate for free for that but we’ll go into those details and 
benefits of becoming a CoachRanking affiliate in the following section. 
 
Lastly, we recommend being an active participant in the comments section on the 
CoachRanking social media profiles with the attitude of “delivering as much value for your niche 
as possible.” Users are looking for support in the areas that you’re likely an expert in. Be the 
authority and add value to conversations like you would on a Reddit thread! Subscribe to our 
YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/coachranking) and Facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/CoachRanking/) social media profiles at and watch for our 
“Live-streams” on your niche in particular so you can recommend profiles in the chat feed. 
 
Step 5: Looking for business partners? CoachRanking just rolled out the JV Partners 
Classifieds Listing directory as a solution for those Entrepreneurs looking to create a team of 
other like minded professionals. This beta program allows you to find potential partners to “go in 
on” your project, company or business by bringing the missing elements that they have. By 
clicking here, you can search for Program Creators - to teach and deliver content to your 
audience or paying customers, you can find Rainmakers - to broker high level deals and 
partnerships by leveraging their existing rolodex of connections. You can find Angel Investors - 
or financiers to bring money to you, Social Media Influencers - to leverage their influence and 
their audience to redirect traffic and attention to your project. You can find Seasoned Business 
Mentors - to guide you through their successful business path for equity or a fee, you can find 
Web Developers - to build out your App, Website or code heavy project as a member of your 
team and you can even find a Virtual Assistant - to handle all of your administrative, technical 
and creative assistance needs so you can stay out of the details and keep focused on operating 
your business.  
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Step 6: Got a free training, lead magnet or special offer that you’d like to send targeted traffic 
to? Great! Make a listing on the Special Offers Page by clicking this link here. You will be able 
to write a 10 word headline and we will put it in your niche (topic) of choice! The Special Offers 
Page is where platform users go for immediate actionable training from the professionals of 
CoachRanking. Be there or be square.  
 
Step 7: Attend the Niche Coaching Business Bootcamp training for free and make your 
business irresistible to customers and clients searching for solutions to their biggest problems. 
It's a prelude to the CoachRanking Certification program and can help you “niche down” your 
business and be seen as the true specialist that you are. Avoid becoming another run of the mill 
generalized “I’ll Coach you in anything you’ll pay me for” business and Coach. 
 
In this quick business bootcamp, you’ll be able to test drive the Certification program in a 
truncated 3 part Boot Camp training absolutely free by clicking this link here to get registered. 
You’ll find that niche businesses do far better in the 2020 “Need-centric” and “Keyword Specific” 
searching environment as people take to YouTube, Google and CoachRanking for specific 
solutions to their issues and challenges. Plan your business accordingly to include the solutions 
you offer in your business name, headlines and marketing messages so you can maximize your 
probability of organically ranking for SEO and long tail keywords in the search engines.  
 
Step 8: Get CoachRanking Certified to build your niche specific Coaching business from the 
ground up, the right way. This Coaching Certification will help you boost your coaching skills 
and legitimize your business fast. Go through our complete top to bottom Niche Coaching 
business training program and leave with an airtight sales process, business and brand that is 
ready for market. Discover your business niche, your most authentic target audience, your 
perfect marketing message, get your sales funnels and offers ready, prepare your advertising 
campaigns and put every system and procedure in place for growing the Coaching / consulting 
business of your dreams.  
 
This CoachRanking Certification comes with all of the systems, procedures, sales funnel 
templates and training modules for taking your Coaching business concept and making it into a 
legitimate business ready to take orders and serve clients. The CoachRanking Certification will 
help you create your ideal product sweep to include a variety of paid services, online courses, 
one-on-one client sessions, group training classes, private retreats, seminars, workshops, digital 
products and more. Learn how to market your brand, protect your intellectual property, scale 
your successes and avoid the pitfalls of the industry with our ongoing LIVE support. Get 
involved today for a simpler way to create your online Niche Coaching business and start 
working with the clients you’re called to serve!  
 
Step 9: The Coaching Lab is for those of you looking to build and grow your current 
Coaching or Consulting business with our highest level of support and mentoring. We focus on 
you as the CEO of your business by mastering the 5 largest income producing activities that 
allow you to engage and attract your top 100 Dream Clients. The Coaching Lab is for pre 
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established Coaching and consulting businesses only that are looking to leverage and scale like 
never before with new traffic sources, advertising methods and proprietary marketing 
techniques. This is an application based invite only team, so read here for more information and 
see if you’re a good fit.  
 
 
Step 10: We offer the Inner Circle Business Development Mastermind Team for those of 
you looking for first class “team level” support in taking your business to market in an 
unorthodox way. Make it your “think-tank” full of experienced Entrepreneurs that are 100% 
committed to your success. You may be in the developmental stage and need guidance and 
mentoring on strategy or you may be in the launch phase of bringing your business to market 
and you want extra support and accountability for staying at and delivering your best. Our Inner 
Circle is an intimate team of “invite only” members that are 100% committed to your success, 
regardless of what type of business you’re operating. If the Inner Circle team is full you can join 
the waiting list to get notified as soon as there is an opening. 
 
We find in both life and business, that going through something alone can be boring, 
emotionally draining and even a pervasive form of self-sabotage that most of us are prewired to 
slip into. Lone soldiers get picked off in the wild and die, but you don’t have to fail from that. The 
Inner Circle focuses on heart-centric, yet rugged support for Entrepreneurs going through 
complicated launches, challenging transitions, brand pivots, team building endeavors and 
ultimately times of expansion and scaling.  
 
Together we form a mastermind team tailored for support, growth, accountability and instant 
feedback. We’d love to see you inside our biweekly meetings and private Marco Polo video 
chats throughout the week. Be prepared for 100% authentic transparency and “FUN.” Yes, 
business (failure and success) can be fun. In business, you will fail… but it’s how fast you 
recover and learn from it that makes all the difference. It may be shocking if you’re not used to 
it, but very therapeutic and empowering if you boldly jump “all in.” From 20 years of personal 
development and high level business training, we bring you the best virtual support no matter 
where you live and what you’re building in the business world. Click here to learn more about 
joining our Inner Circle Business Development Mastermind! 
 
 
Step 11: Who needs fresh qualified leads? Oh right, everybody! That’s why we rolled out the 
Access Granted Referrals platform. We get people from all around the world looking for our 
top preferred provider suggestions and referrals in all niches and categories from the 
CoachRanking platform. They fill out detailed in depth surveys in hopes that we can save them 
precious time and money with our solid provider recommendations. Would you like to be one of 
those preferred providers who we send leads to? 
 
You can apply to become a preferred provider in your Primary niche for free and we will 
research and vet you within the week. Our standards for preferred providers are very high 
because leads going through us are virtually guaranteed as “good, quality and vouched for.” 
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With that said, if you can deliver first class (white glove) support to those leads you get, please 
send in your application today by clicking this link and filling out the application. There is some 
fine print here to read: You can get on our preferred provider list for free, but there may be a per 
lead fee depending on the demand in your niche, however, you’ll know ahead of time and you 
will have the ability to just get free leads too. Once you’re accepted into the AGR program, we 
will send you the rate sheet and details for taking the next steps. The fees are very manageable 
and all leads are prequalified. To fill out the AGR application, click this link here.  
 

 
 
For additional details on all products, programs and services, 
you can read more about them on the following pages! 
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How to Advertise on CoachRanking 
At the moment we have three (3) ways to advertise your CoachRanking profile and direct traffic 
to your best offers, websites and other social profiles to help build your business. 
 
The Sponsored Leaderboard Advertising positions. Our first and most 
popular way to advertise is through the Sponsored Leaderboard positions that show your 

profile on the top of each niche category and search page. 
Visitors of CoachRanking are short on time and eager to find their 
perfect fit Coach, Consultant or Service Provider so we offer this 
Level 6 “add on” upgrade for those of you looking to attract 
massive amounts of interaction with your profile and business 
fast.  
 
We know from experience that visitors (your potential clients) are 
exponentially more likely to visit a profile page that is listed at the 
top #1, #2, #3 positions of the category niche or search pages 
first! Currently there are 250+ category niche pages with three 

positions available in each, but they go fast. Check for availability now if you’re interested in 
securing one these high demand advertising positions by clicking this link for availability.  
 
If you have a profile on CoachRanking and you’re serious about building your business, we 
recommend learning more about how to get one of the few Sponsored Niche Leaderboard 
positions available linked to your account. 
 
Find your business partners today by making a JV Partners 
Classifieds listing. We started this unique listing directory to help Entrepreneurs find 

business partners for their projects and companies. Some will be 
looking for equity positions and others, a fee. Many 
Entrepreneurs attempt to build businesses all alone and find 
themselves missing elements and valuable pieces by not having 
the right partners on their team. As the saying goes, “You can get 
somewhere fast if you’re alone, but you can go further if you have 
a team!” 
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This concept applies to your business, so if you’re looking to become part of a team and have 
something valuable to offer, make your classifieds listing on the JV Partners page here. You can 
create a listing in any one (1) of seven (7) categories to get discovered and matched with other 
Entrepreneurs looking for exactly what you have! Categories include Program Creator 
(Fulfillment), Rainmaker (Deals), Angel Investor (Financier), Social Media Influencer (Traffic), 
Seasoned Business Mentor (Guidance), Web Developer (Tech), and even Virtual Assistant 
(Organization and Support). 
 
You can learn more about this creating your listing on the Classifieds page here. 
 

  
 

Place your best lead magnet, free training or giveaway on The Special 
Offers Page. Everyone needs a place to post their most attractive and valuable based gifts, 

free training and programs so we’re about ready to launch 
the Special Offers Page that organizes your offers according 
to niche. 
 
The goal is to direct targeted traffic to your best offers so you 
can get new clients and the users of CoachRanking can get 
even more valuable free training with just a click of a button. 
This is the place to accentuate your best gifts and most 
valuable offers for free as there will be no paid direct links to 

programs or services. If you’re a Coach, Consultant or Service Provider looking to overdeliver 
and attract fresh leads into your sales funnels, you’ll want to put your Special Offers listing here. 
 
If you’d like, you can become a Special Offers Page Sponsor and list your best headline and link 
in over 250+ clearly defined niches and topics. You can get registered here. The short headlines 
have the links embedded in them and are organized for potential clients and customers that are 
currently searching CoachRanking for answers to their questions and needs. To simplify their 
search, they can visit the Special Offers page and find your listing. If you’d like to learn a little bit 
more about the Special Offers Advertising page options, you can click here now. 
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The CoachRanking Certification Program 
You can legitimize your profile and position amongst other professionals in your industry niche 
by undergoing the CoachRanking Certification process. It’s an eight-week intensive training with 

a three-month follow on support regimen for launching 
and solidifying your business.  
 
The training will include six vital modules for creating 
powerful and fully functional Coaching / Consulting 
businesses from the ground up. There will be a strong 
emphasis on establishing your business the right way by 
uncovering your ultimate marketing message, choosing 
your best suited niche(s), and polishing your coaching 

skills. We will share with you valuable client attraction marketing campaigns and effective sales 
funnels that you can implement immediately with our ready made templates.  
 
Finally, we will equip you with scripts for enrollment conversations so you can predictably fill 
your signature Coaching programs. You’ll be ready for discovery session enrollment 
conversations and for 1-on-1 coaching lessons as well as group coaching lessons.  
 
Supporting topics and modules will also include strategies for creating online and offline 
momentum with the most effective advertising and marketing tools necessary for attracting the 
perfect clients into your practice.  
 
If you are interested in learning more about the CoachRanking Certification process click here to 
see if this is right for you and your business. 

 
 
 

 
The CoachRanking Inner Circle Business Development Mastermind 
This monthly Mastermind group is for those Entrepreneurs looking for an additional level of 
support. Our Inner Circle is designed for those already up and running in their Coaching, 

Consulting or Entrepreneurial business.  
 
Members are looking to expand their practice, 
leverage their resources, begin outsourcing or 
building a team, and obtain better support and 
encouragement.  
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This is a “safe & confidential” space and can be used for getting immediate feedback on new 
business verticals, ad campaigns, marketing techniques and much, much, more.  
 
The Inner Circle support features LIVE weekly group calls, LIVE topic webinar breakouts, a 
private FaceBook group and Skype access to our training team for issue specific needs.  
 
If you would like to learn more about what our Inner Circle is all about, you could click here to 
see if you’re a good fit for this Mastermind.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How to become an Access Granted Referral Provider  
As part of our service to you and the other users of the CoachRanking platform, we offer a high 
standards referral service for those that qualify. We distribute leads to our preferred provider 

community daily and would like you to be part of 
it. Often times you can get leads for free and 
other times for a per lead fee. We hold high 
standards during our vetting process to ensure all 
of our providers are able to deliver 5 star “white 
gloved” support to those leads that trust our 
recommendations. 
  
Many potential customers and clients come to 

CoachRanking looking for specific solutions and service providers. Our goal is to facilitate that 
union in a seamless and transparent manner. We hold a very tight-knit family network of 
providers that covers all 250+ niches and categories of professionals. If you would like to 
become a member of that preferred provider network you can fill out the application survey and 
our team will look into your business and get you an approval within the week. Click here to get 
started with your application! 
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How to become a CoachRanking Affiliate 
CoachRanking was created as a tool to help people increase their quality of life and their 
business success. Our referral affiliate program is no different. We set out to make this the best 

affiliate program on the web with up to 60% 
recurring commissions on every product or service 
we offer, plus links that never expire. If you’re new 
to the affiliate world, it's a simple way to earn 
commissions from sales just by inviting people to 
view a website such as CoachRanking. If you’re a 
veteran affiliate you’ll notice that we offer 
commissions on each product and service listed in 
this User Guide from the Level 3 - 5 yearly 
upgrades to all the monthly advertising options. 

 
Our goal was to help you earn consistent recurring commissions for promoting CoachRanking 
as a stand alone business or as a supplement to your existing product sweep. You can register 
to become an affiliate for free by clicking this link here. Once you get registered, you’ll be taken 
to the “Affiliate Tools” page and you’ll get full access to our robust affiliate training area that 
explains exactly how to become a top earning affiliate along with lots of instructional videos 
explaining how and when to send the various links to people.  
 
The great news without opportunity is that you’ll be able to invite millions of different 
professionals, influencers and leaders from over 250+ different niches and categories. Unlike 
other affiliate offers that only work with a very specific group of people… our opportunity already 
includes half of your rolodex. And for those of you interested in creating teams of affiliates 
underneath you so you can offer them additional training, accountability and override 
commissions… you absolutely can! Up to three layers deep.  
 
Again, we set out to make this unprecedented opportunity a true benefit to you and those that 
you invite, so go ahead and click this link here to learn more about all of CoachRankings 8+ 
special products and services that you can start promoting today. 
 
Sign up here to GET INSTANT ACCESS to our full training area with complete prewritten email 
and social media message sequences along with lots of “how-to” and instructional videos! 
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How to place your Banner Ads on CoachRanking 
This is an exciting feature that we’re opening up to the right advertisers that align with our 
overall site context and vision. This additional advertising option is being developed for 

those Coaches, Consultants and Service Providers 
looking to display their personal banners sitewide 
on the CoachRanking platform. Placements will 
vary and depend on availability, but you will be 
able to have a banner strategically placed on some 
of the highest traffic areas of the website very 
soon!  

 
If you’re interested in placing a banner on CoachRanking, you’ll need to create two 
versions of your banners, one for desktop and one for mobile. For more information on 
the size specifications or to reserve a placement, email corey@coachranking.com and 
type “Interested in Private Banner Advertisement on CoachRanking” in the subject line 
along with your full name and we will give you an update. Thank you very much and 
please enjoy the definitions on the page below. 

 
 
 

 
Definitions and Terms: 
Sitewide definitions and descriptions for the CoachRanking platform 
 
Acrobatics Coach - a coach that offers clinics, classes or private training in acrobatics 
Acting Coach - a coach that offers clinics, classes or private training in acting 
Actors - a professional actor in movies, shows, commercials for hire 
Acupuncturist - a provider who offers therapeutic treatments and wellness remedies 
ADHD Coach - a coach that offers support, coaching or therapy for those with ADHD  
Adoption Agency - an organization that facilitates the adoption process 
Ads Agency - a group of people that manage, design or create advertising services 
Aerialist Coach - a coach that offers clinics, classes or private training in aerial arts 
Affiliate Marketer - a person that offers others’ products or services for a commission 
Affiliate Marketing Coach - a coach that trains someone how to be an affiliate marketer  
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Agile Consultant - a team guide that helps resolve issues and problems in a project 
Amazon Coach - a coach for increasing your success on Amazon as a buyer or seller 
Angel Investor - an investor for startup or small business ventures 
Artist - one who makes visual, audible or digital art as a professional 
Astrologist - one who predicts the future by the positions of the planets and sun and Moon. 
Auditor - a specialists who reviews an organisations accounts for validity and legality 
Author - one who publishes written or audio books 
Autism Coach - a Coach that offers strategic and emotional support for coping with autism 
Ayurveda Coach - a health Coach for understanding what foods work for your body type 
Baby Coach - a Coach that helps with post pregnancy and baby related matters 
Baseball Coaching - a Coach that offers support, clinics, classes and training for baseball 
Basketball Coaching - a Coach that offers support, clinics, classes and training for basketball 
Beauty Coach - a Coach with techniques, strategies and guidance on matters of appearance 
Betting Coach - a Coach that advises on strategy, timing and methods of betting 
Blogger - a writer that publishes content in the form of a blog 
Bootstrap Coach - a Coach versed in business startup by utilizing limited resources/ budgeting 
Bowling Coach - a Coach that improves a bowlers technique, understanding and overall score 
Boxing Coach - a Coach that trains a boxer and advises on strategy, conditioning and diet  
Branding Consultant - a specialist providing analysis and marketing solutions to sell products 
Business Coach - a Coach that helps a business owner get clarity and progress with strategies  
Business Consultant - a specialist that helps organizations improve performance and efficiency. 
Cannabis (CBD) Coach - a coach that advises on therapeutic solutions using CBD and THC  
Career Coach -  a Coach skilled at helping someone design their goals and a career plan 
Cheerleading Coach - a Coach offers clinics, classes or private training in cheerleading 
Chiropractor - a health professional for wellness that utilizes musculoskeletal adjustments 
Christian Coach - Coaching that integrates a biblical worldview to effect personal change  
Climbing Coach - a Coach that offers clinics, classes or private training in climbing strategy 
Coaching Coach - a Coach that helps other people build and grow their Coaching businesses 
Columnist - a recurring writer for a syndicated newspaper, magazine or online periodical  
Comedian - someone that makes someone laugh with a skit, voice, action or bit  
Communications Consultant - prepares internal and external media releases for a company. 
Conditioning Coach - develops training programs for both teams and individual athletes 
Confidence Coach - helps people with their lack of self-esteem, shyness and fears. 
Content Marketing Coach - helps people stand out with engaging online content and timing 
Copywriter - someone who is paid to write “copy” – words designed to prompt action. 
Copywriting Coach - helps people write compelling content (copy) to advance their business 
Corporate Trainer - a teacher of skills, strategies and systems in a corporate setting 
Counselor - gives guidance on personal, social, or psychological problems 
CPA (Accountant) - a person whose job is to keep or inspect financial accounts 
Creativity Coach - a coach that helps people access and express their creative channels 
Credit Coach - a coach that helps people repair and build their personal or biz credit profiles 
Cryptocurrency Coach - a coach that helps people research, invest and trade cryptocurrencies 
Cyber Security Expert - an expert that helps people and businesses protect their system data 
Dance Instructor - helps people dance, move and express themselves 
Dating Coach - a coach that helps people become their best while finding their mate(s) 
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Depression Coach - helps people manage symptoms and find motivation for good mental health 
Diabetes Coach - helps people manage diabetic symptoms and live a healthier life  
Digital Marketing Coach - helps businesses get clicks and traffic that results in sales  
Divorce Coach - helps people prepare for and recover from divorce on many different levels 
DJ Coach - helps DJ’s build skills with their equipment and in music entertainment  
Dog Breeder - someone that intentionally mates dogs in order to produce puppies 
Dog Trainer - helps dog owners with obedience training for various activities or desired actions 
Drums Coach - a coach that helps people learn, understand and play the drums 
eCommerce Coach - helps people make online stores that result in sales of products or services 
Educational Consultant - advises on a school's curriculum and student needs 
Employee Benefits Consultant - advises business clients on insurances and employee benefits 
Employment Headhunter - a company or individual that provides employment recruiting services 
Empowerment Coach - a coach that helps people build inner power and empowerment 
Entrepreneur Coach - a coach that helps Entrepreneurs start and grow businesses 
Etiquette Consultant - a teacher on how to behave appropriately in social or business settings 
Event Planner - someone who coordinates all aspects of professional meetings and events 
Executive Coach - helps high-potential employees clarify goals and unlock their full potential 
Facebook Ads Coach - a coach that helps people build and scale Facebook ad campaigns  
Facebook Influencer - a person or business that has above average Facebook social clout 
Family Coach - a coach that helps family members communicate better and live together 
Farm & Gardening - helps people design and create horticulture based spaces 
Fashion Consultant - helps advise people on appearance based trends and needs 
Finance Coach - helps clients with the basics of money management and healthy spending 
Financial Advisor - helps organize finances and results of investments for retirement 
Fitness Trainer -  leads, instructs, and motivates individuals or groups in exercise activities  
Football Coach - a football improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills  
Forex Coach - helps create a custom trading plans to keep you accountable to your trades 
Franchise Coach - helps people with the search for the right Franchise Opportunity 
Gestalt Therapist - helps people work through their unfinished business and bring about closure 
Golf Coach - a golf improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills  
Graphic Designer - creates visual concepts for ideas that inspire and inform consumers 
Grief Coach - a coach that supports you during mourning and guides you into recovery 
Guitar Coach - a coach that helps people learn, understand and play the drums  
Gymnastics Coach - develops instructional programs and skills for gymnastics students 
Health Coach - helps others feel their best through individualized food and lifestyle changes 
Herbalist - treats patients using plant-based remedies and other treatments. 
Hockey Coach - a hockey improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Holistic Coach - a guide who uses both diet and lifestyle changes to improve their clients' health 
Horse Trainer - works with horses to prepare them for riders, races, trail work or horse shows 
Hypnotherapist - a guide that helps people with relaxation and heightened states of awareness  
Ice Skating Coach - a skating improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Improv Coach - a coach that helps people learn, understand and act 
Inline Skating Coach -  a skating improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Instagram Coach - helps people grow their followings, cross promote and build social clout 
Instagram Influencer - a person or business that has above average Instagram social clout 
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Insurance Salesperson - a person that advises and sells various insurance plans  
Interior Designer - aesthetically enhances the interior of buildings for the people using the space 
Internet Marketing Coach - helps people create online marketing plans and specific strategies  
Intimacy Coach - help you feel safer and more comfortable being close to an intimate partner 
Investment Coach - help people identify investment strategies and goals from experience 
Jiu Jitsu Coach -  helps teach the strategies, practices and disciplines of Jiu Jitsu 
Joint Venture Coaching - helps organizations collaborate on products or projects 
Journalist - collects, writes or distributes news or other current information to the public 
Kabbalah Coach - a coach that specializes in Kabbalah principles and ways of living  
Keynote Speaker - delivers topic specific public speeches to groups of people 
Kiteboarding Coach - helps people become proficient with kiteboarding 
Kung Fu Coach - helps teach the strategies, practices and disciplines of Kung Fu 
Launch Strategist - helps businesses prepare and launch products, services and projects 
LGBT Coach - helps people overcome their intimate and sexual issues for living and dating  
Leadership Coach - builds a leader's capability for short- and long-term organizational goals 
Life Coach - helps people with specific professional projects, personal goals and transitions 
LinkedIn Coach - a coach that helps people build strategic LinkedIn connections 
LinkedIn Influencer - a person or business that has above average LinkedIn social clout 
Loan Officer Coach - a coach that helps loan officers build and grow their businesses 
Love Coach - helps others with relationship challenges, marriage, dating, intimacy and sexuality 
Magic Coach - a coach that teaches trade secrets of magic and the discipline involved 
Management Coach - enables employees to learn, develop, and improve their performance 
Marketing Coach - an accountability coach for strategies and operational tools for goals 
Marketing Consultant - an analyst that puts strategies in place to improve businesses 
Marriage Coach - a coach that helps people prepare for or improve their marriage 
Martial Arts Coach - helps people develop discipline, self-confidence and perseverance 
Masseur - applies therapeutic touch for the treatment of body stress or pain 
Matchmaking Service - makes introductions with the goal of developing romantic relationships  
Mediator - helps facilitate communication between conflicted parties for a voluntary resolution 
Meditation Coach - helps with the practice meditation as a prayer for peace, clarity and more 
Men's Coach - a coach that specifically works with men and men’s issues 
Millennial Coach - a coach that specifically works with Millennials and Millennial opportunities 
MMA Coach - a trainer that helps fighters with skills development, nutrition and preparation 
Modeling Agency - an organization that hires talent for paid gigs and jobs 
Money Coach - financial coaches who guide others through making financial decisions 
Motivational Coach - strategists that help people assess their strengths and achieve success 
Music Producer - oversees and manages the production of music, songs and albums 
Network Marketing Coach - helps people build and grow their network marketing businesses 
NLP Coach - helps clients to transform limiting self-beliefs and expand their comfort zones 
Nonprofit Consultant - one that consults on the creation and operation of nonprofit businesses 
Numerologist - one that interprets numbers and their significance to human life and events 
Nutritionist - advises people on what to eat to achieve a healthy lifestyle or goal 
Online Business Coach - helps business owners grow their online presence and influence 
Online Marketing Coach - helps businesses with SEO, site development and social media 
Online Sales Coach - a coach that helps people and businesses make more sales online 
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Operations Consultant - a research analyst who uses data models to streamline operations 
Organizational Coach - helps achieve objectives, leadership capability, and cultural change 
Outsourcing Expert - an expert in finding, interviewing and hiring parties for remote services 
Pageant Coach - a coach that prepares contestants for pageants and live events 
Parenting Coach - a coach that helps parents educate, discipline and support their children 
Parkinson's Coach - a family support coach that helps people with Parkinson’s live fuller lives 
Performance Coach - a coach that helps people perform at their highest levels 
Personal Development Coach - a coach that helps people overcome limitations and grow 
Personal Trainer - helps demonstrate exercises and routines to clients needing motivation 
Philanthropy Projects - a project created for the service and good of others or a worthy cause 
Photographer - a professional who captures critical moments at events and photo shoots  
Piano Coach - a coach that helps people learn, understand and play the piano 
Pilates Coach - helps students use Pilates for overall health, muscle tone and strength 
Pinterest Influencer - a person or business that has above average Pinterest social clout 
Podcast Influencer - a person or business that has above average Podcasting social clout 
Podcasting Coach - a coach that helps with studio design, program content and podcast details 
Potty Training Coach - a coach that helps parents potty train their infants and children 
Pregnancy Coach - a guide through the process of pregnancy including dieting and emotions 
Prepper Survival Coach - one who prepares for catastrophic economic and personal situations 
Product Launch Coach - a coach that strategically helps a project, product or service to market 
Project Management Coach - a coach that helps an organization oversee and deliver a project 
Psychologist - helps people alleviate anxiety, depression, guilt, phobias and others symptoms 
PUA Coach - helps people approach and start conversations with the goal of attraction 
PR Publicist - manages image and public communication with a positive image in mind 
Qi Gong Coach - helps teach the strategies, practices and disciplines of Qi Gong 
Quit Smoking Coach - helps people explore the underlying issues to addiction to quit smoking 
Real Estate Coach - helps real estate agents / Realtors build and grow their businesses 
Recruitment Headhunter - provides employment recruiting services by finding specific talent 
Reiki Coach - a practitioner that teaches the skills and foundational aspects of Reiki 
Relationship Coach - helps with communication skills and conflict resolution strategies 
Resilience Coach - improves well-being with positive mindsets and self-motivation tools 
Resume Coach - helps someone prepare a resume and career according to their goals 
Retirement Coach - helps someone prepare for retirement financially and emotionally 
Retreats - one to multi day group experiences with a central goal in mind 
Rock Climbing Coach - a coach that helps climbers develop skills for climbing 
Rolf Structural Integration - a practitioner of physical therapy that realigns your structure 
Sales Coach - a coach that helps with selling skills, strategy and accountability 
Sales Funnel Developer - someone that creates a series web pages designed for sales  
Scrum Coach - someone that organizes teams for effective Agile development across teams 
Self Defense Coach - a coach that teaches self defence techniques and awareness skills 
Seminars - large group events with speakers, presenters and MC’s for a common goal 
SEO Specialist - a developer that analyzes and optimizes webpages for search engines 
Sex Coach - helps people with sexual, intimacy and relationship issues 
Shopify Coach - helps people with the Shopify app used for building ecommerce websites 
Singing Coach - someone that helps students to improve the technical usage of their voices  
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Sleep Coach - a coach that helps someone get better, deeper and more consistent sleep 
Sobriety Coach - a coach that helps someone stay sober / clean while working on themselves 
Soccer Coach - a soccer improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Social Media Coach - a coach versed in social media branding, marketing and content creation 
Social Media Influencer - a person or business that has above average social media clout 
Softball Coach - a softball improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Songwriting Coach - a coach that facilitates the song, instrumental and lyric writing process  
Speaking Coach - a coach that prepares someone for giving public and private speeches 
Spiritual Coach - helps people operate on a deeper level by connecting to the Divine 
Startup Coach - a coach that helps an Entrepreneur start up, fund and launch a new business 
Stocks Coach - a coach that helps someone buy and sell stocks to achieve their financial goals 
Storytelling Coach - a coach focused on helping someone express a story for desired effect 
Strength Coach - a coach for building physical strength through technique, hard work and rest 
Success Coach - a full responsibility coach that uses dialogue and inquiry to help achieve goals 
Suicide Prevention Coach - one that supports someone through a time of suicidal ideation 
Surfing Coach - a coach teaches surfing skills and local ocean conditions for safety  
Swimming Coach - a coach that teaches someone how to swim, breathe and float effectively 
Tai Chi Coach - helps a practitioner cultivate the qi or life energy within to flow smoothly  
Talent Agent -  a person who represents actors, performers, musicians, artists and athletes 
Tarot Reader - someone that helps reveal what is unconscious, so it may become conscious 
Team Coach - an outside coach that drives an internal team forward to accomplish a goal 
Teenager Coach - a coach that helps teenagers grow with their unique adolescent challenges 
Tennis Coach -  a tennis improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Therapist - a psychotherapist who helps clients improve their lives and emotional skills 
Tik Tok Coach - a coach that helps people create and share their Tik Tok videos 
TikTok Influencer - a person or business that has above average Tik Tok social clout 
Timeshare Destination - property at a vacation destination or resort with fractional ownership 
Tourettes Coach - a coach that helps people cope with Tourette's Syndrome symptoms  
Trading Coach - a coach discipline and risk assessment for day trading stocks  
Traffic Coach - a coach that helps companies direct organic and paid traffic to their offers  
Transformational Coach - a coach specializing in transformational periods and events 
Travel Agent - a professional that sets up travel arrangements and vacations 
Tumbling Coach - a coach that teaches techniques to gymnasts or cheerleaders  
Tutor (English) - a tutor that helps people comprehend, read, write and speak English 
Tutor (GMAT) - a tutor prepares people for the GMAT standardized test 
Tutor (LSAT) - a tutor prepares people for the LSAT standardized test 
Tutor (Math) - a tutor that helps people calculate, read and write mathematical equations 
Tutor (MCAT) - a tutor prepares people for the MCAT standardized test 
Tutor (SAT) - a tutor prepares people for the SAT standardized test 
Twitter Coach - a coach that helps people create strategic posts to accomplish their goal 
Twitter Influencer - a person or business that has above average Twitter social clout 
Veterans Coach - a coach that helps Veterans with benefits and civilian life and work integration  
Video Editor - a professional that prepares, edits and renders video productions 
Videographer - a professional that records live events and small scale video productions 
Vocals Coach - someone that helps with speech, communication and even singing 
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Volleyball Coach - a volleyball improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Water Polo Coach - a water polo improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Wealth Coach - a coach that helps improve someone's relationship with money and wealth 
Website Developer - someone that builds websites, apps and code heavy applications 
Weight Loss Coach - a coach that helps people achieve dieting, physical and weight loss goals 
Wellness Coach - helps someone evaluate and improve their physical and emotional goals 
Women's Coach - a coach that specifically works with women 
Workshops - live events of a smaller size with a facilitator and participants for a common goal 
Wrestling Coach - a wrestling improvement specialist that helps people develop their skills 
Writing Coach - helps people with the skills of writing, influence and expression 
Yoga Coach - helps people with the practice of Yoga for a visceral therapeutic effect 
Youtube Coach - a coach that helps in building YouTube videos that make up a channel 
YouTube Influencer - a person or business that has above average YouTube social clout 
Zumba Coach - a group fitness instructor that blends a variety of dance styles and Latin music 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Closing… 
 
Thank you for reading this User Guide. We hope it helped you get the most from the 
CoachRanking platform, grow your business and make a greater impact in the world!  
 
We will continue to update this as we add more features or make modifications to our 
site.  
 
Check us out on social media, drop a like, and say hello! 
 
If you’d like any other support or have additional questions, email us at 
corey@coachranking.com.  
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